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s synthetic blends continue to
penetrate the filtration market,
replacing paper and woven

materials, the ultrasonic bonding capabil-
ities of Sonobond’s ultrasonic assembly
equipment have become even more essen-
tial to effective and reliable filter assembly.

THE GROWTH OF SYNTHETIC BLENDS
Woven textiles were initially the first

choice for many filtration industry sec-

tors. But by the 1970s, synthetic mate-
rials – including blends with polyester,
polypropylene, and nylon – and felted
filter material proved even more effec-
tive for air and liquid filtration prod-
ucts and ideal for ultrasonic assembly.  

Today, these materials are gaining in
popularity for filtration media used for
coolant, vacuum cleaner, HVAC, and
liquid applications. New and improved
synthetic blends are increasingly used

in filters incorporating nanofibers for
better dust collection and engine air-in-
take applications. Plus, their use con-
tinues to expand as manufacturers
demand energy saving, cost effective,
light weight and recyclable materials
with finer filtering capabilities; con-
sumers expect better filtration of water
and air; and government regulations re-
quire higher filtration standards.

ULTRASONIC FILTER ASSEMBLY
Sonobond continues to be the leading

provider of ultrasonic bonding machinery,
offering a reliable, well-established and
environmentally friendly technology for
assembling filters and filtration products.
Sonobond’s equipment employs ultra-
sonic vibrations to soften and fuse the
synthetic blends and filter materials. The
ultrasonic bonding process takes only
seconds, requires a minimal amount of
material at the seam and creates a strong
molecular bond that’s impervious to
moisture and eliminates stitch holes, glue
gaps, fraying and unraveling. In fact,
Sonobond’s machines are four times faster
than conventional sewing machines and
10 times faster than adhesive machines.

EQUIPMENT FOR DIVERSE NEEDS
Sonobond offers a versatile line of ul-

trasonic bonding equipment to suit the
varied assembly requirements of filtration
manufacturers. All machines are easy to
operate, and require little training.

SEAMMASTER ULTRASONIC MACHINES
Sonobond’s ultrasonic sewing equip-

ment – recently awarded trademark
registration as SeamMaster® Ultra-
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Synthetic blends used in filter manufacture are ideally suited for ultrasonic assembly
provided by Sononbond’s equipment.  The bonding process takes only seconds, requires
a minimal amount of material at the seam and creates a strong molecular seal that’s
impervious to moisture and eliminates stitch holes, glue gaps, fraying and unraveling.
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sonic Sewing Machines – is among the
most flexible and adaptable for filter as-
sembly. Among other applications, the
machines are used for assembling air
filters employed in HVAC, dust collec-
tion, nuclear and bio-chemical applica-
tions; for bonding the longitudinal
seams of oil containment booms, and
liquid and gas filter cartridges; for cre-
ating fuel filters; and for making filtra-
tion components for commercial and
military jet fuel handling.

Sonobond’s SeamMaster Ultrasonic
Sewing Machines resemble conven-
tional sewing machines but feature a
patented, continuous bonding, rotary
operation where both horn and pattern
wheel rotate at the same time to cut,
trim and sew in one pass, producing an
ultra-reliable seal. More than 500 stan-
dard pattern wheels are available, as
well as custom designs for slitting, seal-
ing, seaming, and embossing.  

The ultrasonic sewing machine
most useful for filter assembly is
Sonobond’s High Profile model, featur-
ing greater clearance for hand-guided
operations with tight tolerances and
curves. The High Profile model also of-
fers a special fixture for bonding
pleated filters with narrow pleats;
pleats wider than ½-inch can be
welded without a fixture. To view a

video showing the SeamMaster High
Profile Ultrasonic Sewing Machine in
operation visit Sonobond’s website at
http://www.sonobondultrasonics.com/
welders-bonders/nonwovens-textiles.

RINGMASTER™ FILTER BAG MACHINE
Sonobond’s RingMaster™ Filter Bag

Machine is designed for high-quality,
high-volume assembly of heavy-duty
filter bags used in a variety of sectors,
including the petroleum, food, chemi-
cal and pharmaceutical industries. This
innovative unit ultrasonically attaches
heavy felted filter media to rigid plastic
rings, creating a dependable 360-degree
bond in just two steps. The process
takes less than ten seconds and can
produce up to 250 bags per hour. Cus-
tom tooling accommodates a variety of
bag sizes and ring diameters.  A video
showing filter bag assembly using the
RingMaster™ Filter Bag Machine is also
available for viewing on Sonobond’s
website at http://www.sonobondultra-
sonics.com/welders-bonders/nonwo-
vens-textiles/ringmaster.

For lower-production assembly,
Sonobond’s Filter Collar Bonder™ cre-
ates an equally reliable 360-degree weld
between a bag and plastic ring in as lit-
tle as 45 seconds, producing between
50 and 80 bags per hour.

ULTRASONIC PLUNGEBONDER™
For assembling large, multi-layer and

difficult-to-bond materials in just one
step, Sonobond offers the SureWeld™ 20
Ultrasonic PlungeBonder™, which is
ideal for sealing box-style filters and filter
bag ends. In addition to producing cube
filters, it’s used in the assembly of auto-
motive air filters and HEPA-rated bag-less
vacuum cleaner filters. 

FREE BONDING VIABILITY TEST
To ensure that manufacturers use the

machine most suitable for their filter
media and manufacturing requirements,
Sonobond offers a free, no-obligation Ul-
trasonic Bonding Viability Test. The fil-
tration assembler provides the filter
materials and Sonobond creates sample
bonds. If the manufacturer decides to in-
stall a machine, Sonobond makes certain
that work proceeds smoothly and swiftly,
providing ongoing technical support and
customer service.

For more information and service, or for 

instructions regarding submitting materials for a free

Ultrasonic Bonding Viability Test, visit Sonobond’s

website, www.SonobondUltrasonics.com, phone

800-323-1269 or 610-696-4710, or contact 

Vice-President Melissa Alleman at

MAlleman@SonobondUltrasonics.com

The innovative RingMasterT™ Filter Bag Machine ultrasonically attaches
heavy felted filter media to rigid plastic rings, creating a dependable 360-de-
gree bond in just two steps.  The process takes less than 10 seconds and can
produce up to 250 bags per hour for use in the petroleum, food, chemical and
pharmaceutical and other industries.

Sonobond’s SeamMaster® Ultrasonic
Sewing Machines resemble conventional
sewing machines but feature a patented,
continuous bonding, rotary operation
where both horn and pattern wheel rotate
at the same time.
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